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Sample selection 
Final year special students, Fac. of 
Science, UoC  

Students Number % 

Total population 150 100 

Sample 50 33 

Responses received 40 80 

Responses considered 35 87.5 
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Survey Instrument 

 Survey instrument was based on Head and 
Eisenberg (2010) with some revisions in the 
terminology and structure to suit the Sri 
Lankan context.  

 
 Head, A.J. and Eisenberg, M.B. (2010). Truth be told: 

Project Information Literacy with some revisions in the 
terminology and structure to suit the Sri Lankan context.  

 http://projectinfolit.org/pdfs/PIL_Fall2010_Survey_FullR
eport1.pdf Accessed on 11.01.2011. 
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Aspects surveyed 
1. types of academic assignments they receive, 

2.  frequency of consulting various information 
sources,  

3. evaluatio29 April 2011n of library and web 
material,  

4. people they consult for assistance,  

5. preferred research styles,  

6. use of e-productivity tools,  

7. factors considered as important in course-
related research and  

8. attitudes towards difficulty of various stages of 
the research process. 
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1.       Papers that present an argument about an issue(s) 

2.       Papers that present a historical analysis of an event(s) 

3.       Papers that present a “close reading” or interpretation of a text 

4.       Papers that present a case study analysis 

5.       Papers that present a literature review 

6.       Papers that present a proposed study 

7.       Oral presentation 

8.       Oral presentation and an accompanying paper 

9.       Multimedia product that requires research (i.e., Web site, video) 

10.   Other types 

Fig. 1 - Types of Assignments 
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1.    Course readings 

2.    Blogs 

3.    Search engines (e.g., Google, Bing, Yahoo!, Ask.com) 

4.    Wikipedia 

5.    Government Web Sites (gov.sites) 

6.    Full text databases through the library Web site (e.g., EMERALD) 

7.    Librarians 

8.    Library shelves 

9.    Instructors 

10. Encyclopedias (e.g., Britannica, either online or print) 

11. Classmates 

12. Friends/family 

13. My personal collection (materials I already own or buy) 

Fig. 2 - Frequency of consulting resources 
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1.       Consider how current the library source is. 

2.       Consider an author's credentials (e.g., where he/she is faculty or works). 

3.       Consider whether the content acknowledges different viewpoints (i.e., not 
biased). 

4.       Consider whether the author gives credit for using someone else's ideas 
(e.g., footnotes). 

5.       Consider whether the library source has a bibliography. 

6.       If there are charts, consider whether they have vital information (i.e., not 
just attractive graphics). 

7.       Consider who the publisher of the library source is. 

8.       Consider whether a librarian mentioned using the library source. 

9.       Consider whether I have ever heard of the library source before. 

10.   Consider whether I have used the library source before. 

Fig. 3 - Evaluation of library material 
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1.     Consider how current the Web Site is. 

2.     Consider a Web site author's credentials (e.g., where he/she is faculty or works). 

3.     Consider whether the Web site content acknowledges different viewpoints (i.e., 
not biased). 

4.     Consider whether the Web site gives credit for using someone else's ideas (e.g., 
footnotes). 

5.     Consider what the URL (i.e., Web site address) is and what it may mean. 

6.     Consider whether the Web site has links to other resources on the Web. 

7.     Consider whether the Web site has bibliography. 

8.     If there are charts, consider whether vital information is added (i.e., not just 
attractive graphics). 

9.     Consider whether a librarian mentioned using the Web site. 

10. Consider whether I have ever heard of the Web site before. 

11. Consider whether I have used the Web site before. 

12. Consider whether the Web site's design tells me it's a legitimate site. 

Fig. 4 Evaluation of Web resources 
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1.     Instructors 

2.     Librarians 

3.     Classmates 

4.     Friends and family 

5.     Licensed professionals (i.e., physicians, attorneys, therapists, Language 
Editors) 

6.     Others (please specify) 

Fig. 5 - People consulted for assistance with evaluation 
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1.    Once I find the number of citations the instructor expects, I end my research 
process. 

2.    If I don't find something in one or two searches, I start over with a brand new 
topic. 

3.    I work my own perspective into the assignment, so the instructor knows what I 
think. 

4.    I come up with a thesis statement early on. 

5.    I develop an outline for how to proceed with the assignment (e.g., writing the 
paper). 

6.    If the assignment is a paper, I sit down and just start writing, without much of a 
plan for what I'm going to say at all. 

7.    One of the first things I do is to figure out search terms to use. 

8.    I develop an overall research plan to guide my research process. 

9.    I use a system for organizing the research sources I find along the way. 

10.   I use interlibrary loan or document delivery services if my library doesn't have 
what I need there. 

11.   I tend to use the same set of research resources from one assignment to the 
next. 

12.   I tend to write about the same topic from one assignment to the next. 

13.   I tend to spend the same amount of time on assignments. 

Fig. 6 - Personal research styles 
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1.     Highlighting feature for underlining text on a computer screen 

2.     Digital "sticky notes" for use with a computer (e.g., Post-It digital notes) 

3.     Citation-making programs (e.g., RefWorks, EndNote, EasyBib) 

4.     Social bookmarking (e.g., digg, delicious) 

5.     Alerting services (e.g., programs that send out automatic Web feeds for newly 
appearing content)  

6.     Microblogs (i.e., Twitter) 

7.     Document sharing programs (e.g., Google Documents) 

8.     Online time management programs with sharing (e.g., Google Notebook) 

9.     Wikis for creating and sharing Web content (other than Wikipedia) 

10. Photo-sharing sites (e.g., Flickr, Photobucket) 

11. Virtual research environments 

12. Blogging (e.g., LiveJournal) 

13. Voice over Internet Protocol (e.g., Skype) 

14. An online forum where I can post a question and get an answer from someone 

Fig. 7 - Use of productivity tools 
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1.     Getting a good grade from the instructor. 

2.     Passing the course. 

3.     Getting the paper finished. 

4.     Meeting the paper-length requirement (if there is one). 

5.     Meeting the number of citations required (if there it exists). 

6.     Doing a comprehensive investigation about my research topic. 

7.     Finding answers I can insert into the paper to prove I've done research. 

8.     Improving my writing skills. 

9.     Improving my research skills. 

10. Improving my analytical skills. 

11. Integrating my own perspective into the paper. 

12. Learning something new. 

13. Impressing the instructor with my intellectual abilities. 

14. Impressing my parents with the grade I end up receiving. 

15. Having the chance to be creative with an assignment. 

Fig. 8- Important factors when working with a reasearch paper 
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1.     Getting started on the assignment is difficult. 

2.     Defining a topic for the assignment is difficult. 

3.     Narrowing down a topic is difficult. 

4.     Coming up with search terms is difficult. 

5.     Finding articles in the research databases on the library's Web site is … 

6.     Finding sources to use "out on the Web" is difficult (e.g., Google, … 

7.     Determining whether a Web Site is credible or not is difficult. 

8.     Figuring out where to find sources in different parts of the campus is … 

9.     Finding up-to-date materials is difficult. 

10. Having to sort through all the irrelevant results I get to find what I need is … 

11. Evaluating the sources I've found is difficult. 

12. Reading through the material is difficult. 

13. Taking notes is difficult. 

14. Integrating different sources from my research into my assignment is … 

15. The writing part is difficult. 

16. Knowing when I should cite a source is difficult. 

17. Knowing how to cite a source in the right format is difficult. 

18. Knowing whether my use of a source, in certain circumstances, constitutes … 

19. Deciding whether "I'm done" or not is difficult. 

20. Knowing whether I've done a good job on the assignment or not is difficult. 

Fig. 9 - Difficulty of research process 
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